
Shelter
A play on both
proportions and details



Shelter

Shelter is a simple, characterful table 
lamp that emits a cosy light onto its 
surroundings. The conical shape 
of  its base and the rounded shade 
provide a soft and friendly feel adding 
a delightful contrast to the clean and 
sharp lines of  the lamp. Shelter was 
designed by the Danish design duo 
HolmbäckNordentoft.

A friendly lamp full
of character



Collection Overview

Shelter table lamp
H: 41 x Ø41 cm

Shelter



Description
Shelter is a simple, characterful lamp that emits a 
cozy light onto its surroundings. The white inner side 
of the shade provides a reflective effect while its 
wide, curved shape goes to direct the light making it 
pleasant and anti-dazzling. 

Design
HolmbäckNordentoft, 2013

Material
Powder coated steel

Construction
Shelter is built up with a shade that rests on a three-
armed steel construction on the base. The cable 
comes out smoothly through a shape detail of the 
base. 

Cord
2 m textile cord with switch, matching color 
(White / Black ).

Dimmable function
No

Product Facts EU

Shelter



Voltage
220-240  V
Frequency
50/60 Hz

Ip rating
IP20

Classification
Class II

Socket
E27

Max load
60 W

Light source - recommended
Art. No.: 504052, LED E27 EU, not dimmable
Power: 8 W
CCT: 2 700 K
Output: 800 lm
Life Span:15 000 h
CRI:  ~ 80

General standards & certificates
EN 60598-1: 2008 +A11:2009
EN 60598-2-4: 1997
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Description
Shelter is a simple, characterful lamp that emits a 
cozy light onto its surroundings. The white inner side 
of the shade provides a reflective effect while its 
wide, curved shape goes to direct the light making it 
pleasant and anti-dazzling. 

Design
HolmbäckNordentoft, 2013

Material
Powder coated steel

Construction
Shelter is built up with a shade that rests on a three-
armed steel construction on the base. The cable 
comes out smoothly through a shape detail of the 
base. 

Cord
2 m textile cord with switch, matching color 
(White / Black ).

Dimmable function
No

Product Facts US
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Voltage
120 V

Frequency
60 W

Ip rating
IP20

Classification
Class I

Socket
E26

Max load
60 W

Light source - recommended
Art. No.: 504062 , LED E26 US, not dimmable
Power: 8 W
CCT: 2 700 K
Output: 800 lm
Life Span:15 000 h
CRI: ~ 80
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Color Options

BlackWhite
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Contact
Normann Copenhagen

Niels Hemmingsens Gade 12, 1153 Copenhagen, Denmark
normann@normann-copenhagen.com

+45 35 55 44 59


